In this paper, we give a recursive construction from an LTTS(u +2) to an LTTS( 160 + 2) for u > 3. Furthermore, the existence of LTTS(2" + 2) is proved. Thereby, we completely solve the existence problem of LTTS(V) (large set of pairwise disjoint transitive triple systems of order 0). In what follows, an ordered pair will always be an ordered pair (x, y), where x # y. A transitive triple is a collection of three ordered pairs of the form (6, Y), (Y, z), (x, z)}, which we will always denote by (x, y, z). A transitive triple system (TTS(u)) is a pair (X, B), where X is a set containing v elements and B is a collection of transitive triples of elements of X such that every ordered pair of elements of X belongs to exactly one transitive triple of B. It is well known that the spectrum for TTS(U) is the set of all v = 0 or 1 (mod 3). It is easy to see that if (X, LTTS(V) is a construction for u = 26n+1 + 2 and v = 212n+' + 2. In this paper, we give a recursive construction from an LTTS(v + 2) to an LTTS( 16v + 2). Thereby, we can get an LTTS(2" + 2) for all integers y1> 0 and can declare that there exists an LTTS(v) for any v = 0 or 1 (mod 3).
A SYMMETRIC LTTS(24 + 2)
In [4, 51 we introduced a kind of special large set of disjoint Mendelsohn triple systems (LMTS)-symmetric LMTS. Here, similarly, we define a kind of special LTTS-symmetric LTTS{ (X, BJ),, i.e., there exist a # b E X such that the following conditions hold for any i (where 4 Y4 (4 b}):
(1) (n, b, x) (or (a, x, b) or (x, a, b))EBi if and only if (x, b, a) (or (b, x, a) or (b, a, x)) E Bi;
(2) (a, x, u) (or (x, a, u) or (x, y, a)) E Bi if and only if (b, y, x) (or (v, b, xl or (v, x, b)) E B,.
Below, we will give a symmetric LTTS(24 f 2), which is the key in this paper and is taken from [6] .
Let F= GF(24), a finite field containing 24 elements, and g be a primitive element of F, g4 + g = 1. Take two elemens co r, co 2 $ F. We will construct LTTS(l8)= {({{x,, co2}uF,B~);x~F,j~{l,2,3}}.
In each system B', there are the following types of triples:
kernel-triple (i.e., triple containing cc i, co?, and x), co ,-triple (i.e., triple containing 00 i), i = 1, 2, x-triple (i.e., triple containing x, but neither co, nor co,), y-triple (i.e., triple containing neither co i , co2, nor x).
For a given x E F, each ordered pair ( y, z), where y # z E F\ {x], can be uniquely written as (v, CIX + (1 -a) y) where CI E F\ (0, 1 }. We say that the ordered pair belongs to the pair class (a), (briefly, PC (a), or (a)). It is easy to see that each ordered pair of distinct elements of F\ {x> belongs to a uniquely determined PC. In every y-triple there are three such ordered pairs, in every x-triple (or co,-triple) there is only one such ordered pair, and there is none in every kernel-triple. Each PC contains 24 -1 = 15 pairwise distinct ordered pairs. The total number of the PCs (for given x) is 24-2=14. Obviously, IC'il = ICzl = ICzl =30. Note that {(yl, yi+r); O<i< 14) = (g">, and {(Yi+l, y,); 0 < id 14) = (g'),. We can assert that the given construction satisfies all conditions of Lemma 1. Thus, the construction is true. 1
Now, we can give a symmetric TTS(24 + 2) = {({co 1, co2j u F, Bi); xEF, j= 1, 2, 3) as follows:
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(9) (1) Let car, CQ,$FXQ, X= {ml, co*} u (Fx Q) and a be a cycle of length n on Q. Let {({car, co2}uQ,L~); k~Q,j=1,2,3) be an LTTS(n+2), and {({al, co*} u F, Bj,); x E F, j= 1,2, 3) be a symmetric LTTS(24 + 2) given in the above section. Now, we can give the 16n + 2 construction, The system !J& consists of four parts of transitive triples as follows: Part 1. ((x, u), (x, 0),(x, w)) provided (u, v, W) E Ljk, whenever cci, or co2 appears for U, v, w omit the first coordinate x. This gives (n + l)(n + 2)/3 triples. transitive triples, just the number we expected. Therefore, we only need to show that every ordered pair P of distinct elements of the set X is contained in some triple in !Zi k. All the posibilities are exhausted as follows ("P is contained by some triple in Part i" will be replaced briefly with "P in Part i"):
(1) P= (GO;, CO,-~), (co,, tx, u)), ((x, ~1, ai), and (tx, ~1, tx, ~1) in Part 1, where i = 1, 2, u # v E (2. There exists z~I;\{x} such that (y, z) E (g"),.
So, P is covered by each triple of d,,,+(u, v). Therefore, P in Part 4. 2. {X,sZ',,,); XEF, k~Q,j=1,2,3} is an LTTS(16n+2).
We only need to show that every transitive triple T from X is contined in some CZ?;,, above. All the possibilities are exhausted as follows:
or ((x, k), a,, a,-i), i=l,2, XEF, kEQ. There exists Jo (1,2,3} and ~EQ such that T in Part 1 of Gi f. 
